President’s Address
Welcome Honourable Senators and Members of the House of Representatives to the state
opening of the 9th Parliament of WolvHaven. After taking to the polls and exercising their
constitutional right to choose their server’s future, the people of WolvHaven have entrusted the
newly elected members of the house of representatives to represent them in choosing their
server’s destiny through the many debates and decisions that will be made in this parliament.
My government will ensure that what they have promised throughout the election season, they
will deliver thoroughly and comprehensively, and with a strong public support and presence in
parliament they will succeed in fully representing the citizens who have put their faith in the
government.

National Security
Our server is currently in the midst of a wave of attacks originating from outside the server which
have been consistent and have impacted the quality of the experience on WolvHaven. Our
security services have worked tirelessly to investigate and mitigate the effects of these attacks
but an indirect and unofficial line of communication between us and fellow servers which are
also dealing with he same issues means that our security services have less time to prepare
and react to oncoming attacks. My government believes that these shortfalls must be dealt with
through negotiations with these fellow servers to open up direct communication lines between
staff of these servers and WolvHaven, this should ensure that any abnormal situations which
arise on associate servers will be relayed directly to our security services so that our server is
protected and defended.
Another major component of WolvHaven’s national security is the immigration system which is
now also falling behind and people are waiting extended amounts of time for their citizenships to
be accepted. This government believes that there are steps that can be taken to alleviate this
which will not compromise the vetting process and will result in more efficient immigration
procedures. This means that at times when there are large amounts of people attempting to
gain citizenship, the system does not become stressed and overextended with it’s
responsibilities. My government is working for WolvHaven to become a more welcoming place
for newcomers and with a faster and more advanced immigration system this will be achieved.

Economy
My government pledges to conduct a full review and investigation of how the current economy
functions and the current undesirable situation it is in. This will include comparing it to role
model economies for WolvHaven servers and finding effective ways of rooting out the enormous
wealth inequality we currently experience here in WolvHaven. My government is committed to
ensuring the citizens of this server have fair and equal opportunities to prosper and strive to

innovate. This government also strongly believes that the right of the people of WolvHaven to
know and decide the economy reform that would be right for them is paramount, therefore the
citizens should be involved in every part of the process as it is them who will be most affected
by changes to the economy. It is in everyone’s best interests that the fairest and most balanced
economy reform bill is the one to be put in place and it is my government’s duty to make sure
that the most effective proposal that has been scrutinised by the community is the one to pass
the house.

Government
With a record amount of seats in the House of Representatives, my government will make use
of this by forming WolvHaven’s first cabinet with specific minister to specialise in certain sectors
of WolvHaven such as Infrastructure and Home Affairs. With this new structure of government
issues can be dealt with directly by the people who are responsible for these sectors and an
efficient way of legislating will be introduced. As well as this my government hopes to continue
to investigate and propose ways of leading WolvHaven after I myself leave the server for
National Service. Leadership of WolvHaven must be professional and decisive,and it must be
democratic so that everyone in WolvHaven decides their own futures and the destiny of their
server. My government will put forward proposals to parliament which will give more power to
the democratically elected government so that it can take up the responsibilities and duties that i
have left for it. The democratic will of the people is what drives our server forward, and with the
leadership of my government, the power held by our democracy will only increase.

Infrastructure
My government will aim to tackle WolvHaven’s infrastructure situation thoroughly and
comprehensively. To ensure the timely and effective completion of its goals, the position of
Minister for Infrastructure will be formed. This role will see a member of my government
appointed to this position to focus on the infrastructure situation and take the lead of making
WolvHaven’s infrastructure some of the most innovative and sophisticated in the minecraft
world.. Infrastructure means a lot to the WolvHaven community and my government knows this,
so to further address this situation, this government will ensure proper communication with the
members of the community to see further improvements to road and rail infrastructure, both in
the current 4th Haven World, and in Gardellia. Every Metro line in WolvHaven indivdually take
their toll on server resources and higher numbers of metro lines runing automatically means less
of these resources can be focussed elsewhere on the server and a higher chance of problems
on the Metro system. The BERT metro system is seperate to the main metro system and
comprises of 2 currently running lines, this government believes that the current necessity of
this system does not justify having 2 extra automatic metro lines, therefore this government will
be conducting a BERT inquiry to review it’s current effectiveness and take recommendations
from the review and put them into effect. With a dedicated minister to oversee this works, timely
completion of such works would be clearly within reach.

Gardellia

My government will continue to support the ever growing development of gardellia and it’s
institutions through establishing the role of Chief Minister of Gardellia to represent the region in
issues that are debated in the parliament chamber. As cities develop to larger sizes and local
borders become more complex the region will face new and unique issues which will have to be
considered by this government and dealt with in a concise and timely manner.
In conclusion, I believe that every member of this house has been elected with the duty of
serving all WolvHaveners and their needs over the next 6 months. The members of this
chamber will take part in careful deliberation and informed debate as they ensure the political,
social and economic stability of our server. I know that every member here today despite their
political preferences will all serve WolvHaven with honour and nobility and I wish the best to all
of them as they take the wheel to steer our country forward. Thank you.

